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MONTHLY NEWS LETTER FROM BARANAGAR MUNICIPALITY 

From Chairman’s Desk 

While urban transport has had a tremendous liberating impact, it has also posed a very serious 
problem to the urban impact in which it operates. It is Motor vehicle which causes much of the 
adversity  effects in our physical surrounding. There is its direct competition for space with 
environmental requirements, and it is greatest where space is limited; the crowding out of every 
available square yard of space with vehicles, either moving or stationary gives birth of some of 
very acute problems as enumerated below. Traffic congestion occurs when urban transport 
networks are no longer capable of accommodating the volume of movements that use them. The 
location of congested areas is determined by the physical transport framework and by the 
patterns of urban land use and their associated trip-generating activities. Levels of traffic 
overloading vary in time, with a very well-marked peak during the daily journey-to-work 
periods. Public Transport Crowding adds insult to injury, sometimes literally. A very high 
proportion of the day’s journeys are made under conditions of peak-hour loading, during which 
there will be lengthy queues at stops, crowding at terminals, stairways and ticket offices, and 
excessively long periods of hot and claustrophobic travel jammed in overcrowded vehicles. Off-
Peak Inadequacy of Public Transport adds significant dimention to the urban traffic problems. If public 
transport operators provide sufficient vehicles to meet peak-hour demand there will be 
insufficient patronage off-peak to keep them economically employed. If on the other hand they 
tailor fleet size to the off-peak demand, the vehicles would be so overwhelmed during the peak 
that the service would most likely break down. Difficulties for Pedestrians being the largest 
category of traffic accident victims. Attempts to increase their safety have usually failed to deal 
with the source of the problem (i.e., traffic speed and volume) and instead have concentrated on 
restricting movement on foot. Needless to say this worsens the pedestrian’s environment, 
making large areas ‘off-limits’ and forcing walkers to use footbridges and underpasses, which 
are inadequately cleaned or policed. Additionally there is obstruction by parked cars and the 
increasing pollution of the urban environment, with traffic noise and exhaust fumes affecting 
most directly those on feet. Parking Difficulties compels Many car drivers stuck in city traffic 
jams are not actually trying to go anywhere: they are just looking for a place to park. For them 
the parking problem is the urban transport problem: earning enough to buy a car is one thing 
but being smart enough to find somewhere to park it is quite another. However, it is not just the 
motorist that suffers. Cities are disfigured by ugly multi-storey parking garages and cityscapes 
are turned into seas of metal, as vehicles are crammed on to every square meter of ground. 
Environmental pollution as a result of the tremendous increases in vehicle ownership, society is 
only now beginning to appreciate the devastating and dangerous consequences of motor vehicle 
usage. Pollution is not the only issue. Traffic noise is a serious problem in the central area of our 
towns and cities and there are other environmental drawbacks brought about through trying to 
accommodate increasing traffic volumes. 
Atmospheric Pollution Fumes from motor vehicles present one of the most unpleasant costs of 
living with the motor vehicle. The car is just one of many sources of atmospheric pollution and 
although prolonged exposure may constitute a health hazard, it is important to view this 

particular problem in perspective.  These are just some of the added consequences of our living 

with the motor vehicle and due to the uneasy partnership which exists the relationship produces 

its own form of blight within the urban environment. 

Thanks and regards 

Progress Report:- 

1. Work for 15-16 and 16-17 is completed. 

2. Work for 17-18 is in progress.  

3. Construction Work in Progress for OHR at Ward no 17,18 and 21. 

4. Construction of Park for theyear 17-18  in progress  
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